
Candidates identified on Day 6
Tuesday, Dec 21, 2021



Recap

We were up on many of our candidates from the last few days.  We have 
basically moved back to neutral on our UVXY head options.  If the markets 
continue to move sideways this will benefit our January Puts based on decay.



Symbols

Symbols flagged today:

Symbols
QQQ
BLUE
DMTK
BBIO
PRO
APTS

The best candidates 
were selected for the 
following slides.



QQQ

The QQQ continue to build out what has turned into a volatile 
trading range.  In yesterday’s commentary we talked about 
testing the lower range or possible bounce.  We saw the 
bounce today which tends to help our rocket launches.



BLUE

Blue continues to be a good trading opportunity, although I 
closed out by mistake the tight range leading up to the past 3 
days of extremely bullish up bars.  The ACC is staring to turn 
back up and the DIFF has also turned Bullish.



DMTK

DMTK had a very strong move of Friday pushing above the CoralTrend
Indicator into a nice consolidation, we are also seeing a nice move up 
on DIFF.  These combined show us there is Bullishness behind the 
move.



BBIO

BBIO also had a strong accumulation day into a consolidation while the rest of the 
market was pushing lower this held strong.  We are also seeing ACC starting to 
turn with DIFF becoming Bullish.



PRO

PRO has multiple things going for it.  First, we are at a 50% retracement 
(depending on where you mark the lows) and has started to form out a nice 
trading range.  We also have ACC turning higher and DIFF going bullish with 
higher-than-normal volume.



APTS

APTS has had a tremendous launch while the rest of the market was pushing 
lower.  This and the fact that it held today shows that it isn’t likely a pump-n-
dump stock.  We are also seeing Bullish ACC and DIFF.  A stop just below the 
days low for best practice.
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